TASTING NOTES
BUZZ CLUB
Christchurch
KĀMAHI BLOSSOM + LEMON SESSION MEAD GF, DF

5.5% ABV

Floral and fruity honey from the rainforests of the West Coast, paired with Hawke’s Bay
lemon creates a balanced, sparkling session mead with a dry finish and a citrus twist

PŌHUTUKAWA BLOSSOM + STRAWBERRY
SESSION MEAD GF, DF

4.8% ABV

Delicate, well-balanced honey perfectly complemented by Northland strawberries for a
rounded session mead, with hints of lime and apple

RĀTĀ BLOSSOM + FEIJOA SESSION MEAD GF, DF

5.2% ABV

Smooth, buttery honey with Waikato feijoas creates a smooth, soft and fruity session mead,
with a floral nose and apple, guava and pineapple notes

HOPPED BUZZ GF, DF

5.0% ABV

Bees can buzz, but they can’t hop. That’s why God invented brewers.
The best of native Aotearoa honey and Kiwi grown hops.

SIMPLY MEAD GF, DF

5.0% ABV

Some things in life are best kept simple. For this mead, we let the native kāmahi do the talking.
Turns out it’s got a lot to say.

BUZZ SPRITZ (MEAD COCKTAIL)

GF, DF

Dry White Wine, Summer Fruits Topped with Simply Mead & Ice.

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

8.0% ABV

TASTING NOTES
ELEMENTAL CIDER
Kapiti Coast
TOTALLY OAKED GF, DF, V

6.4% ABV

Kingston Black & Slack Ma Girdle apples aged in French Oak barrels to create a dry cider
bursting with toffee and vanilla flowers.

DRY AS GF, DF, V

6.2% ABV

A crisp dry cider made from nothing but real cider apples. Bone dry, with delicate floral
and soft fruit aromatics. Cider as it should be!

PEAR DROP GF, DF, V

6.2% ABV

Crafted from 100% local pears. Just pears. Fresh, tasty pears. Juicy but not sweet.

ORCHARD FALL GF, DF, V

6.2% ABV

Take well ripened, windfallen apples, pears, & quinces then infuse with a hint of fresh feijoa.....
You have Autumn in a Glass!

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

TASTING NOTES
GOOD GEORGE BREWING
Hamilton
DORIS PLUM CIDER GF

4.5% ABV

All the goodness of an apple cider married up with locally sourced Hawkes Bay Doris Plums. Hints of plum & fruit,
with sweet and tart taste, makes this one dangerously refreshing. Doris Plum Cider looks a seductive magenta, and
has aromas of plum, apple, and grape. On the palate it’s sweet, tart, and very refreshing.

PASSIONFRUIT CIDER GF

4.5% ABV

It’s here our new spring release cider. Hoorah! This time we’re taking you on a tropical taste experience. We took
our classic cider and warm conditioned with an incomprehensible amount of passionfruit pulp. Tart and juicy with
an aromatic hit of tropical passionfruit perfectly balanced with apple sweetness. This one’s for kicking back and
relaxing. Cheers! Passionfruit Cider looks pale and crystal clear, and has aromas of passionfruit and apples. On the
palate it’s sweet, tart, and juicy.

ROSE CIDER GF

4.5% ABV

Call off the search, you’ve found your Summer drink. While others are fumbling with corks and serrated caps
you’ll be half way through a glass of this beautiful Rosé Cider - and nobody will know what you’re drinking. It’s
pink like a blushing nun, and it’s fizzy like a… fizzy…um, nun (sorry, we’re brewers not metaphorers.) You’ll taste
strawberry and vanilla and, if you’re concentrating a little hint of lime. But this is a cider, not an end-of-year exam.
If you love drinking it, that’s good enough for us. Rosé Cider (4.5%) looks a luminous pinky orange, and has aromas
of strawberry, apple and lime. On the palate it’s sweet and sparkling, with subtle vanilla note and refreshing
strawberry burst.

RASPBERRY PEAR CIDER GF

4.5% ABV

Prepare yourself for our first ever pear cider which is an incomparable pairing of pear and raspberry that’s vibrant
pink in appearance. The idea to pair this pair first appeared on to our new brew compare Oli when he compared
different fruit cider pairings and found this pair without compare. Raspberry Pear Cider (4.2%) looks blush pink and
bright. It has aromas of raspberry jam and pear, and on the palate it’s sweet and slightly tangy.

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

TASTING NOTES
GOOD GEORGE BREWING
Hamilton
BLUEBERRY AND APPLE CIDER GF

4.5% ABV

We love keeping it local, and we didn’t have to go far to source these super fruits for this tasty blend of juicy
Waikato blueberries and Hawke’s Bay Apples. Enjoy this seasonal spring release soon as it won’t be around for long.
Blueberry & Apple Cider (4.5%) looks deep magenta, and has aromas of sweet blueberries and apples.
On the palate it’s moreish, sweet, and fruity.

DORIS PLUM CIDER LOW SUGAR GF

4.5% ABV

Low Sugar Doris Plum Cider is here as a low sugar alternative to the original cider you know and love! Crafted with
Hawkes Bay Doris Plums, it has 50% less sugar than our original Doris Plum Cider. Doris Plum Low Sugar (4.5%)
looks a seductive magenta, and has aromas of plum, apple, and grape. On the palate it’s sweet, tart, and very
refreshing.

NON ALCOHOLIC DORIS PLUM CIDER GF

<0.5% ABV

Non Alcoholic Doris Plum Cider, a great alternative for the original. We’ve cut out the booze, but left in the good
stuff like the Hawke’s Bay Doris Plums we all know and love. Drink these non-alcoholic ciders anywhere, any time
you want and enjoy a little extra Doris in your life. Non-Alcoholic Doris Plum Cider (<0.5%) looks a seductive
magenta, and has aromas of plum, apple, and grape. On the palate it’s sweet, tart, and very refreshing.

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

TASTING NOTES
GOOD GEORGE BREWING
Hamilton
DECKCHAIR HAZY PALE ALE

BEER

5.2% ABV

A golden and juicy hazy pale ale with all the hoppy goodness and a more moderate alcohol level to extend those
sessions in the deckchair, or however you enjoy your fine hazzies. Getting experimental with this brew designed to
pack the same punchy hop aroma as our other hazies in a slightly lighter beer so you can extend those deckchair
sessions. Using an advanced hop trial code-named NZH-102 which adds a distinctive note of tropical/citrus and
berries, we’re enjoying this brew a lot and now you can too. Deckchair Hazy Pale Ale (5.2%) looks hazy and pale
gold, and has aromas of citrus, tropical fruit, and gooseberry. On the palate it’s full bodied, with a soft bitterness.

HAZE OF GLORY

7.0% ABV

Winner of the Smith’s Craft Beer House 2022 NZIPA Competition, and Trophy winner at the 2022 New Zealand
Beer Awards for the Juicy/Hazy category. Haze of Glory (7% ABV) looks golden and hazy with a clean white foam.
Its sweet malt flavour and light fruity esters from the yeast give a great stage for our rockstar NZ hop varieties to
perform on, and the mouthfeel can be described as rich, creamy, and smooth. The NZ hops that went into this brew
(Nectaron, Riwaka, Nelson Sauvin and NZH-102) give it a massive hop kick, juicy mouthfeel, and a huge tropical hop
aroma.

VIRTUAL REALITY

<0.5% ABV

Virtual Reality Hazy IPA is a full flavoured hazy beer with juicy hop aroma and flavour, but virtually no alcohol.
Crafted with a specialty strain of yeast the brew delivers unexpectedly punchy bitterness and full bodied flavour,
but has less than 0.5% alcohol by volume. Virtual Reality is our first venture in to non alcoholic brewing and has
been crafted to be a great tasting beer first, which just so happens to have no alcohol. A perfect beer for when you
want a great tasting beer without the buzz.

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

TASTING NOTES
THE MUSSEL INN
Tasman
APPLE ROUGHY GF, DF, V

5.0% ABV

Granny Smith / Sturmer / Pink Lady / Jazz and Crab apple. 100% hand pressed at the Mussel Inn.

HOME BLOCK GF, DF, V

7.5% ABV

100% fruit grown and pressed at the Mussel Inn. Sturmers, Grannies and Wrights Scarlet crab apples.
Dryish full feral apple flavour

HOT DOG FISH GF, DF, V

5.0% ABV

Apple Roughy with a cayenne chilli added to the bottle

APPLEBEE GF, DF, V

7.0% ABV

Apple Roughy lovingly blended with Golden Bay manuka honey mead. Medium sweet medium

SCARLET COUGAR GF, DF, V

5.0% ABV

A bunch of frisky Cherries flirt with gold ‘ol Apple Roughy

FRECKLED FROG GF, DF, V

5.0% ABV

100% Locally grown feijoa. Medium dry

MANCHURIAN SWORDFISH GF, DF, V

10.5% ABV

100% Manchurian crab apple from Riwaka - dry as the Gobi Desert and sharp as a Dao

GINGER BEER GF, DF, V
Tastes like non alcoholic ginger beer

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

0% ABV

TASTING NOTES
OLD MILL CIDER
Tasman
0.5% CIDER WITH BOYSENBERRY GF, DF, V

0.5% ABV

Full of the sweet summer flavours and aromas of freshly picked Berries, crafted from
luscious Nelson grown Fruit, no added sugar, Medium/Sweet

0.5% CRISP APPLE CIDER GF, DF, V

0.5% ABV

Has all the refreshing bite, but with low Alcohol, Crafted from Pink Lady, Granny Smith
and bittersweet Cider Apples from Nelsons fruit bowl, No added sugar, Medium

SCARLET - CIDER WITH RASPBERRY GF, DF, V

5.0% ABV

Lively sparkling Cider with a refreshing burst of Raspberry, elegant, slightly sweet and alluring, Medium/Sweet

PURPLE HAZE - CIDER WITH BLUEBERRY
AND BOYSENBERRY GF, DF

5.0% ABV

A Haze of sweet sun ripened Nelson Blueberries and Boysenberries, Medium

HAZY PEACH CIDER GF, DF, V

4.0% ABV

Old Mill Peach is a lively refreshing Cider blended with Hawkes Bay grown Golden Queen Peach juice,
capturing Summertime in a bottle for you to enjoy chilled anytime. No added Sugar.

TRADITIONAL FARMHOUSE SCRUMPY CLOUDY GF, DF, V

7.2% ABV

Made in the traditional English, West Country style, from only Apples, in fact 12 varieties of cider,
dessert and crab apples go into the crafting of this medium/ dry, No added sugar.

TRADITIONAL FARMHOUSE SCRUMPY WITH PLUM GF, DF, V

6.0% ABV

Dorris Plum is combined with our Farmhouse Scrumpy Cider in a Traditional style, to bring you this Med Fruity
Cider.Lovingly Crafted from only the finest New Zealand grown fruit and little else. No added Sugar.

OLD MILL ICE GF, DF, V

10.0% ABV

Intense still Ice Cider, made using a special blend of sweet and tart Moutere grown Apples and the magic of Ice,
used to intensify the Apple juice prior to fermentation and resulting in a naturally sweet and slightly tart taste
experience, no added sugar
CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE
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ORCHARD THIEVES APPLE CIDER GF, DF

Tasman

4.5% ABV

Made from freshly pressed apples giving heaps of fresh apple flavour. Medium Sweet.

ORCHARD THIEVES LOWER SUGAR CIDER GF, DF

4.3% ABV

This one is drier in style but is still full bodied.

ORCHARD THIEVES CIDER WITH RED BERRIES GF, DF

4.0% ABV

A delicious blend of cider with strawberry, raspberry & blueberry. Summertime!

CIDER WITH PEACH & PASSIONFRUIT GF, DF

4.0% ABV

The fantastic pairing of Nelson apples with juicy peach and tangy passionfruit.

OLD MOUT CIDER
Tasman
OLD MOUT BOYSENCIDER GF, DF

5.0% ABV

A classic - Old Mout cider blended with juicy Nelson Boysenberries.

OLD MOUT FEIJOA & CIDER GF, DF

5.0% ABV

One of New Zealand’s favourites. The marriage of tangy feijoas with Old Mout cider.

OLD MOUT FESTIVAL PASSIONFRUIT & CIDER GF, DF

5.6% ABV

Just for the festival - a return of our International award winning passionfruit & cider.

OLD MOUT SCRUMPY & BLACKCURRANT GF, DF
A blend of NZ blackcurrants with our strong scrumpy cider. A much-loved combo.

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

7.4% ABV

TASTING NOTES
S

SCOUNDRELS AND ROGUE

Canterbury
COLD SHOULDER VINTAGE 2019 ICE CIDER GF, DF, V

10.2% ABV

This Ice Cider release is just a very small selection from the best barrels of freeze-concentrated juice. It is very
sweet, with notes of toffee apple, tropical fruit, and honey, but balanced with great acidity and tannins.

EVIL GENIUS VINTAGE 2019 GF, DF, V

10.2% ABV

Evil Genius represents a small barrel selection of the most complex and intense cider available from a vintage. It
has a rich character with hints of toffee apple, and while it has sweetness, it is balanced by natural acidity which
gives a crisp finish. It’s a cider so drinkable it can only be evil.

EVIL GENIUS VINTAGE 2018 GF, DF, V

12.8% ABV

The Evil Genius from 2018 was especially intense. Packed with fruit and well balanced.

PLEASANTLY CORRUPTED 2019 GF, DF, V

7.7% ABV

This cider has had 1.5 years in barrel. It is a blend of dry and sweet batches, and of heritage and dessert apples. It has
impressive intensity, rich tannins, and a balanced sweetness. Corruption is good for you.

MORALLY BANKRUPT 2021 GF, DF, V

5.8% ABV

This Perry was barrel fermented, then bottled to retain purity of fruit. It’s made in a methode style,
with a crisp palate, strong pear character, and a hint of sweetness.

BAD HABIT GF, DF, V

5.5% ABV

This cider is made of a mix of traditional and dessert apples giving it a rich full body with tannin complexity
balanced against smooth acidity. It was fermented with wild yeast and has spent an average of 2 years in barrel. A
bad habit you can be proud of!

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

TASTING NOTES
TEEPEE CIDERS
Masterton
THE EARLS DROP 2017 GF, V, DF

7.9% ABV

Sparkling cider made by method traditional. Described by Yvonne Lorkin “ Copper-gold in the glass, scented with
subtle, spiced apple notes, and boasting super-fine bubbles and a supremely elegant, delicately dry mouthfeel, it’s
stunning stuff. “

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

TASTING NOTES
SEISMIC CIDER
Canterbury
ADAMS TEMPTATION GF, V, DF

5.9% ABV

A crisp semi dry finish with notes of anise and cherry with earthy overtones and a
fragrant fresh apple bouquet.

SHADDOCK

GF, V, DF

5.9% ABV

Pours with a vibrant golden hue. A clean semi dry finish on the pallet. Notes of
grapefruit peel, citrus flavours and a hint of spice.

CIDER & BLACK

GF, V, DF

5.9% ABV

Acidic dark berry notes and juicy crisp apple. A floral bouquet and semi dry finish.

GINGER PIPPIN

GF, V, DF

Predominant ginger and honey notes with hints of lemon butter scotch and nectar.
A creamy warm mouth feel.

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

5.9% ABV

TASTING NOTES
BOHEMIAN CIDER
Warkworth
ORIGINAL CYN GF, V, DF

5.0% ABV

Made from a blend of REAL cider apples and NZ Heritage apples, It’s wild, luscious and fruity,
but with enough crispness and complexity to create a real deal flavour sensation.

TWIG & BERRIES GF, V, DF

5.0% ABV

Combining the intriguing gooseberry and passion fruit flavours of South Canterbury Blackcurrants
with hints of creamy vanilla and rose from French Oak Barrels for a velvetly sessionalble Cider

TAMARILLO AMARILLO GF, V, DF

5.0% ABV

Take the rich, savoury character of Tamarillos and mix it with the the tropical citrus notes of
Hops and you have Flavour innovation at its finest.

ACID DROP GF, V, DF

5.0% ABV

Take some awesome Matakana citrus, infuse the juice and zest into luscious cider and
create this little psychedelic Drop! Zingy, refreshing and delicious

OATMEAL COOKIE GF, V, DF

5.0% ABV

This one’s a touch sweeter with the Oats giving a rich biscuity maltiness, while the
lingering flavour of the cinnamon gives a fragrant finish Very high in Ciderness yummy factor.

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

TASTING NOTES
ZEFFER CIDER CO.
Hawke’s Bay
ZEFFER HOMEBLOCK HERITAGE CIDER

5.6% ABV

GF, V, DF

Our 2022 Homeblock Heritage is a very limited release crafted from cider apples grown in our homeblock orchard at
our cidery in Hawke’s Bay. This delicious cider spent 10 months in barrels and has a natural medium sweetness.

ZEFFER CRISP APPLE CIDER

5.0% ABV

GF, V, DF

A classic apple cider and the first we ever crafted. It’s dry, tangy, green apple goodness
made from freshly crushed Hawke’s Bay apples. Naturally low in sugar too.

ZEFFER HAZY PASSIONFRUIT INFUSED CIDER

GF, V, DF

4.8% ABV

Our first ever hazy cider. This delicious drop is crafted using juicy, tropical passionfruit and
freshly crushed Hawke’s Bay apples. It’s unfiltered, zingy and bursting with real fruit flavour.

ZEFFER APPLE CRUMBLE INFUSED CIDER

GF, V, DF

5.0% ABV

A delicious cider and ingenious flavour. A Kiwi classic with many fans (and awards)!
Crafted using freshly crushed Hawke’s Bay apples infused with cinnamon and vanilla. You’ll be a convert.

ZEFFER 0% CRISP APPLE CIDER

GF, V, DF

0% ABV

A refreshingly off-dry cider, lightly sparkling and full of flavour but with zero alcohol.
Crafted from Hawke’s Bay apples, carefully fermented and deftly spun to remove the alcohol

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

TASTING NOTES
CAPITAL CIDER CO.
Tasman
TOKYO ROSE

GF, V, DF

5.0% ABV

A must try, trophy winning cider in our range. Made from the Akane apple, a Japanese cultivar.
Aromas of rose, jasmine, lychee & even some strawberry.

FIRST CAB GF, V, DF

5.2% ABV

The first cider we ever made. Gravenstein apple. A sweet-sharp apple with a classic apple aroma. The resulting cider
is characterised by its perfume and juicy acidity. Apple flavours are boosted with a little residual sugar but overall
perception of the cider and its finish is dry.

WINNING GF, V, DF

5.3% ABV

Kaffir lime, lemon & Juniper. A deliciously refreshing trinity of citrus & botanical steeped in our clean, new world
cider.

LOVE & MONEY GF, V, DF
Step 2: Add our special mix of local Nelson berries.
Step 3: Enjoy.

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

5.6% ABV
Step 1: Take our clean, new world cider.

TASTING NOTES
PAYNTER’S CIDER
Hawke’s Bay
THE PILGRIM

GF, V, DF

6.0% ABV

Proper dry cider here, predominantly from traditional bitter sweet cider apples. A portion has been through
malolacitic fermentation and exposure to French Oak. Flavours of citrus, green apple and dried herbs with a typical
tannic and bitter finish.

PICT PEAR GF, V, DF

6.2% ABV

A range of pear varieties were blended with a 15% cider apple component to create a well-structured perry (pear
cider). The nose is fresh with aromas of green guava and fermented pineapple. On the palate flavours of ripe pear
and tropical mango are vibrant, while the cleansing bitterness of cider apples linger at the end.

QYTE PLUMMY GF, V, DF

4.8% ABV

A predominantly cider apple blend was infused with 3 different varieties of plum, grown by us in Hawkes Bay. A
portion of the plums were mash fermented and pressed out as plum wine creating more body and tannin. The nose
is vibrant with aromas of plum and raspberry. Plum dominates the flavours at the front end but the cider apples
finish strongly

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

TASTING NOTES
FORTUNE FAVOURS
Wellington
THE BRIGHTSIDER GF, V, DF

4.7% ABV

A crisp apple cider with sweet apple flavours balanced by a medium dry finish.

THE SUNCHASER GF, V, DF

4.7% ABV

A medium dry apple cider base blended with juicy blueberries. The sweeter apple
and blueberry flavours are balanced by the reasonably dry finish. A refreshingly different option.

BEER
THE OPTIMIST V, DF

HAZY PALE ALE

4.7% ABV

A glass of summer any time of the year. Big juicy tropical flavours and sweet citrus notes
on a smooth and easy drinking hazy body.

THE WELLINGTONIAN

V, DF

NZ IPA

Boasting stone fruit, passionfruit and a touch of resiny pine on a sweeter malt base with
enough bitterness to balance it all out without overwhelming the palate.

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

6.0% ABV

TASTING NOTES
LEFT BRANCH CIDER
Tasman
APPLE

5.3% ABV

Simply apple cider, slightly dry and sharp apple new world cider.

REAL BOYSENBERRY

4.0% ABV

The true taste of fresh Tasman boysenberries on top of the apple base, dark rich colour,
great in a vanilla ice-cream spider

GINGER

4.5% ABV

The ginger has selted please invert bottle, ginger lovers delight, Cider based with the taste
of your mothers ginger beer recipe from a long time ago.

FEIJOA

5.2% ABV

The true taste of Tasman feijoas

TROPICAL
The taste of the tropical islands, pineapple passionfruit and orange

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

4.4% ABV

TASTING NOTES
MORNING CIDER
Auckland
CIDER CIDER

4.9% ABV

Crisp, dry, and delicious, this refreshing drop is our original, signature cider virtuously simple, yet everything you could ever want in a canned beverage.

STRAWBERRY ROSÉ

4.9% ABV

This beautiful blend of strawberries and peach, pink and beautiful is perfect over ice in the sunshine.
Best served with friends and joy.

PEACE O PIE

4.5% ABV

You know you want a peace o’ this - blending crunchy cinnamon topping with blueberries and
Granny Smith apples, this desserty sip is about to become the apple of your pie!

LUCKY TACO CIDER

4.9% ABV

Fusing apples with habanero, ginger, honey, lemon and lime to create a refreshing
Mexican mouthful? Sounds like a good time to us.

CIDER SLUSHIE
Freezing up our Cherry Bomb Cider. A Cider cocktail for all the good times <3

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

4.5% ABV

TASTING NOTES

O
SPRIG + FERN BREWING C
Tasman
MANGO + LIME CIDER

4.0% ABV

GF, V, DF

Our team has packed the sweetness of magdalena mango and the subtle balance of
lime juice into this fresh, juicy and delicious fruit cider.

BERRY CIDER GF, V, DF

4.5% ABV

Tarty, vibrant and moreish. Made by mixing our apple cider with a selection of berry fruit juices,
our berry cider is… lush. A refreshing and mouthwatering taste sensation. A classic.

APPLE CIDER GF, V, DF

5.7% ABV

A medium cider traditionally made using a variety of Nelson-grown apples.
Very refreshing with easy drinkability.

BEER
OG PILSNER V, DF

5.0% ABV

The original Sprig + Fern Brewing Co. Pilsner. This golden, refreshing beer conjures up a fruity hop aroma, supported
by a good malt balance. We’ve left the high hop bitterness of a typical pilsner behind, to create an easy-drinking
(and award-winning) style.

NECTARON® PALE ALE

5.4% ABV

V, DF

17 years in the making, Nectaron® has intensely tropical, citrus and stonefruit characteristics.
Our pale ale was the first commercially produced beer using this hop. Awarded Brewer’s Guild of NZ Bronze 2022

NON-ALC WINGMATE HAZY IPA

V, DF

0.5% ABV

A non-alcoholic craft beer you can count on. Wingmate non-alc Hazy IPA is everything you love about craft beer,
with none of the alcohol. Smashable with a pleasant hop aromatic from the Idaho 7 and Nectaron hops used. Our
brewers have carefully selected malts and yeast to produce a beer that is no more than 0.5% per can. Aromatic and
full-flavoured, non-alcoholic Hazy IPA. You can always rely on your Wingmate.
CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

TASTING NOTES
SOMERSBY CIDER
Auckland
SOMERSBY APPLE

4.5% ABV

What’s your first choice for satisfying a real thirst? How about this refreshing apple cider
with its delicious, juicy, original apple taste.

SOMERSBY PEAR

4.5% ABV

Sometimes a change can be really refreshing. Just like this delicious crisp cider with a taste of Pear

SOMERSBY BLACKBERRY

4.5% ABV

In the mood for some seriously fruity refreshment? You’ve made the right choice with this fresh,
mild-yet-tangy cider.

SOMERSBY PASSIONFRUIT & ORANGE

4.5% ABV

Our latest release. Once you taste this mix, it will make you wonder why you haven’t had it before.

SOMERSBY CRISP APPLE
97.5% sugar free! Using a blend of tart and sweet apples.

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

4.0% ABV

TASTING NOTES
TEMPERANCE CIDER CO
Tasman
THE BEACON - TEMPERANCE - DRY CIDER GF, V, DF

6.6% ABV

Baked apple aromas, caramel & lime citrus zest with a crisp bittersweet finish.
Cider Apples: Kingston Black, Sweet Alford.

MOTHERLAND - TEMPERANCE - SEMI-SWEET CIDER GF, V, DF

6.1% ABV

A full orchard blend of French bittersweet and English bittersharp cider apples.
Luscious franglais aromatics, earthy notes, cinnamon & honey spice with a hint of rustic farmhouse.
Cider Apples: Chisel Jersey, Tremlettes Bitter, Broxwood Foxwhelp, Cidero, Bisquet.

THE GHOST - TEMPERANCE X THE MOON - GIN
BOTANICAL CIDER GF, V, DF

5.5% ABV

A spirituous & fleeting infusion of Juniper and Pink Grapefruit blended into our Beacon Cider.

LA LUNA - TEMPERANCE X THE MOON - BLOOD ORANGE
& AGAVE CIDERITA GF, V, DF

5.7% ABV

Agave Nectar with Blood Orange and Zesty Lime blended into our Motherland Cider.

HINTERLAND - TEMPERANCE X THE MOON - MANDARIN
& FIERY GINGER SOUR GF, V, DF

5.3% ABV

Homemade Ginger Syrup, Mandarin and Grains of Paradise blended into our Crab Apple Cider.

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

TASTING NOTES
ROCHDALE (MCCASHINS)
Nelson
APPLE CIDER GF

4.5% ABV

Rochdale Classic Apple Cider is a sparkling straw colour, with crisp acidity balanced by the sweetness of
tree-ripened apples. Full bodied on the palate, it has a smooth finish with notes of buttery vanilla.

GINGER & LIME CIDER GF

4.0% ABV

Starting with a traditional cider base, made from the juiciest tree-ripened apples imaginable.
We then add an infusion of ginger and lime, resulting in a sophisticated and refreshing brew.

3 BERRIES CIDER GF

4.0% ABV

Blending the vibrant flavours of raspberries, boysenberries and blackcurrants with a delicious apple base.
The result is a full-bodied yet delicately refined brew with a big, ‘jammy’ taste.

PEAR CIDER GF

4.5% ABV

Our Classic Pear Cider is brewed using Rochdale’s authentic recipe and pure glacial water. A bouquet of fresh,
sun-ripened fruit combined with a subtle dryness and gentle effervescence to ensure a flowing texture is
maintained from the first sip.

MOJITO CIDER GF

4.0% ABV

Cool fresh mint balanced with sweet nelson apples and a wee light tang, refreshing and ‘moreish’.

SPECIALTY CIDER - JUNGLE JUICE GF
An exotic mash up of pineapple, guava and mango.

CIDER DEFINITIONS, AWARDS KEY AND PRICING ON REVERSE

5.0% ABV
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NEW WORLD CIDER

Modern, ‘New World’ style - much like New Zealand wines. Cleanly
made and fruit driven, with plenty of apple character. Mostly made
from dessert apples and therefore low in tannins and quite aromatic.
Made in a range of sweetness levels.

TRADITIONAL CIDER

PRICING

ASSES RELATE TO
3 POUR LINES ON YOUR GL
DIFFERENT PRICES:

More traditional ‘Old World’ style – inspired by English and French
Ciders. Tend to be made from traditional Cider apples, resulting in a
fuller bodied style with more tannin. Barrels for maturing the Cider
may often be used. These Ciders tend to be far more complex and are
usually made in a drier style.

CIDER WITH FRUIT, SPICES OR BOTANICALS

Made with a base of either Apple Cider or Pear Cider with added
fruit, spices or botanicals. The fruit can be blended with the Cider as
fruit wine, and this style of Cider has become very popular in New
Zealand. Made in a range of styles, including sweet.

ICE CIDER

Juice is concentrated before fermentation, either by freezing the
fruit before pressing, or by partially freezing the juice. This increases
sugar, acidity and all the fruit flavour components proportionately.
The concentrated juice is then fermented, and stopped, with a
significant level of residual sweetness.

<7.5%
ABV

7.5-12%
ABV

12%+
ABV

80ml
Taster

$2

$3

$4

150ml
Half

$4

$6

N/A

330ml
Full

$8

N/A

N/A

AWARD WINNING CIDERS

PERRY/PEAR CIDER

Ciders displaying the following symbols are the
award winners from the 2022 NZ Cider Awards.

Made from either culinary (dessert) pears or traditional perry pears
and can be made either in a New World or Traditional style. Pears
naturally contain an amount of unfermentable sugar and so these
Ciders can have a certain amount of residual sweetness - giving a
richness to the palate.

FRUIT WINES/LIQUER

Fruit wines can be made in a number of ways and made from a
variety of different fruits such as cherries, berries, plums, feijoa and
ginger (ginger beer). The wines range from dry, still table wines, to
light fruity sparkling wines, to intense, sweet dessert style products
and luscious port-like wines/liquers.

Trophy Winners
GOLD
MEDAL

MEAD

Mead, also called honey wine, is an alcoholic beverage that is
produced by fermenting honey and water and can have fruits, spices
and/or herbs added. Made in a range of sweetness levels.

DIETARY CODE DF - Dairy Free

GF - Gluten Free

V - Vegan
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Medal Winners

SILVER
MEDAL

TASTING NOTES
RICHMOND PLAINS WINE
Tasman
SAUVIGNON BLANC V
Fresh herbaceous characters with gooseberry and capsicum notes. Delicious gooseberry, capsicum, passionfruit
and lime / citrus flavours with a lovely background of mineral and nettle tones. Fresh, fruity & vibrant with good
weight and length. A very versatile and popular wine that complements a wide variety of food styles especially
seafood and ideal as an aperitif.

PINOT GRIS V
Fragrant floral honeysuckle aromas mixed with tangelo and apple notes. Delicious citrus, rock melon and pear with
rich caramelised apple flavours. Hints of Turkish delight and rose petals. A smooth, long lingering finish.

PINOT NOIR V
Fragrant floral red cherry, strawberry and raspberry notes. A complex nose with earthy savoury and spicy
characters. Delicious sweet cherry and berry fruit flavours with some earthy forest floor and spicy notes. French
oak gives subtle structure to this fruity Pinot Noir with a lovely lingering finish. Enjoy with salmon, roast poultry or
red meats.

SYRAH V
Lovely dark berryfruit and peppery aromas with some spice and earthy notes. On the palate vibrant dark berryfruit
with spicy / peppery notes supported by fine tannins and a long finish. Excellent drinking with savoury dishes.

PRICING

150ml pour
$9 per glass

TASTING NOTES
ATUTAHI DRINKS
Nelson
KAWAKAWA LEMON & LIME
Kawakawa (Macropiper excelsum), a New Zealand native leaf, is one of the most prominent native plants in Māori
medicine. Known for its anti- inflammatory properties Kawakawa also assists the liver, tummy, toothache and
many more ailments.

HOROPITO BLACKCURRANT & BOYSENBERRY
Leaves of the Horopito (Pseudowintera colorata) tree were traditionally used by the Māori to treat stomach pain
and many other ailments. Blended with rich Tasman Bay Boysenberry concentrate, NZ Blackcurrant concentrate
this drink offers amazing qualities along with its effervescent tastes.

PRICING

$6 each

TASTING NOTES
KOMBUCHA BROS
Nelson
NON-ALC
GINGER
Cold pressed whole ginger root brings big ginger nose, nice ginger spice, delicate carbonation and a floral finish
from the sencha green tea. Packed with vitamin C and antioxidants. this is a perfect go to daily dose of goodness.
Less than 3g sugar per serve and simply divine.

YUZU BLUEBERRY & COLLAGEN
Prepare to be blown away by the sweet citrusy Yuzu notes, perfectly combined with whole blueberries to deliver
a beautifully sweet yet smooth balance of flavour to your taste buds. Added marine collagen brings 4 POTENT
superfoods to one easy to drink beverage. At only 3.7g sugar per serve, this feel-good beverage not only tastes great
but is amazing for your health too.

GREEN TEA
A fresh rose pedal but still earthy aroma with a subtle sweetness and a balanced acidity. Slight tartness with a
beautiful floral sencha green tea base. Less than 3g Sugar per serve.

PRICING

80ml taster $1
150ml $3
330ml $5

TASTING NOTES
KOMBUCHA BROS
Nelson
ALCOHOLIC
GIN BLEND

5.0% ABV

Sencha green tea kombucha blended slow pressed whole root ginger juice and a beautifully aromatic gin made with
juniper, coriander seeds, rosemary, cinnamon, orange zest and lime zest. The result is a spicy ginger and juniper gin
style juicy cocktail that is lightly carbonated, low in sugar, carries a refreshing light zest and angelically dry finish.

PASSIONFRUIT

5.5% ABV

100% Naturally fermented. Our passion fruit kombucha created with an all natural triple ferment to a sturdy 5.5%
ABV resulting in a tasty passion fruit style juicy cocktail that is lightly carbonated, low in sugar, probiotic, vegan,
gmo free, with no gelatine, silicates or fake sweeteners allowing it to carry a refreshing light zest and angelically dry
finish.

BLOOD ORANGE

5.5% ABV

100% Naturally fermented product. Our blood orange kombucha brings a truly zesty local flavor of brilliant
blood oranges. Real organic tea, water, organic sugar and famous local citrus. Naturally fermented to produce a
wonderfully delicious, bubbly, alcoholic kombucha.

TASMAN BAY BERRIES

5.5% ABV

100% naturally fermented. Our Tasman Bay Berries kombucha brings unimaginable local flavor of boysenberries,
raspberries and blueberries grown in the sunny Tasman bay. Real organic green tea base, water, organic sugar and
natures best berries. Naturally fermented to produce a wonderfully delicious, bubble, alcoholic kombucha.

PRICING

80ml taster $2
150ml $5
330ml $9

